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Front cover image: Delegates explore
Courtenay at the BCHF Conference,
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President’s Report
—Shannon Bettles
When we gathered together last June
at our annual general meeting, no
one could have predicted that in 2020,
we’d be preparing to hold the first virtual AGM of the society in its 98-year
history. While we have the history
books open, let’s also add the first
time council has run society affairs
entirely through videoconferencing;
the first time council has had to rally
the Provincial Archives not to close
its reading room doors for more than
8 months; and the first time our book
prizes and recognition awards were
presented on a screen, rather than in
person.

ing what’s in their backyard.
Many, including the BCHF council
have asked if the world will be the
same again once the pandemic is
over. To this, no one can answer. But
what we know is that modernization,
innovation and creativity prepare us
to be flexible, nimble and to adapt —
ready to make contact with whatever
curveball is thrown. To these ends, I’d
like to acknowledge and thank our
current council members, as well as
our past councils. For sticking it out
through the pandemic, and having
the foresight to create an
organization that can weather the
storm.

There’s no need to tell you, dear
members, that it has been an
historic year. You’ve all been adjusting, sacrificing and helping where
you can. Keeping people connected
and engaged in BC’s history as we
self-isolate has contributed to the
health and well-being of our fellow
citizens.
Through the incredible challenges,
loss and changes that we’ve been
experiencing in some way or another, we can find silver linings. We’ve
watched communities come together in support of front line workers;
many people have mastered video
communications in new ways; and
British Columbians are re-discover-

Going forward, we adjust the sails.
We’re pulling together thinkers and
doers who will take the Federation
into the next 100 years. We’ll
continue to innovate, diversify our
voices, and commemorate BC’s
history in new ways.
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Council members
Shannon Bettles // President
K. Jane Watt // Past President
Gary Mitchell // Honourary President
Caroline Ross // First Vice President
Mark Forsythe // Second Vice President
Rosa Flinton-Brown // Treasurer
Doug Brigham // Secretary
Michael Gibbs // Director
Aimee Greenaway // Director
Maurice Guibord // Director
Greg Nesteroff // Director
Andrea Lister // Ex-Officio
Council members meet at UBC. November, 2019
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Membership
A few years ago, the BCHF acquired a
membership management database,
which has been helpful in tracking
membership and payments. Recently,
we fully launched the user interface
side of the database, which we call
the Membership Portal. Here, members can manage their personal information, renew memberships, make
donations and purchase magazines.
Last year, we had 99 Member
Societies, 482 Asociate Members, 4
Honourary Members, 17 Affiliate and
2 Corporate Members.
The BCHF has an arrangement with
Johnson whereby we offer our
associate members (and members
of Member Societies) special group
rates on Johnson’s home insurance,
travel medical insurance and retiree
benefit products. In return, Johnson
gives us back a percentage of the
premium they collect from our
participating members (they call this
the Administrative Service
Allowance, or ASA).

Membership Coordinator
Caroline Ross will be changing
portfolios in 2020.
We’re looking for a dedicated
volunteer or Council member
to take on the challenge and
we extend our many thanks to
Caroline for her great work!

“We had 99 Member
Societies, 482 Associate
Members, 4 Honourary
Members, 17 Affiliate
and 2 Corporate
Members.”

In 2019, we saw a 10 percent increase
in the number of travel medical
insurance policies held by our
members, and an 18% decrease in the
number of home insurance policies
held by our members.
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BCHF launched its
membership
portal in 2020.
Manage your contact
information, renew
and print a membership card.

Land Titles and Survey
Authority Liaison
Most other news notices related to
technical aspects of work for other
SAC members (e.g web filing). The
adoption of Parcel Map BC by Data
BC and the Agricultural Land
Commission will make historians
work easier in the future.

—Jaqueline Gresko
From J. Gresko’s Nov. 2 , 2019 Report
to BCHF Council on the LTSA
Stakeholder Advisory Committee:
The major news from the June 2019
LTSA meeting for the BCHF was the
development of a Historic Records
Advisory Committee on preservation
and accessibility of records of
importance to First Nations.

Brad Babcook continues to assist
with advice on access to records for
historical society members.
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Magazine

offered to public schools in BC. There
is no cost to the BCHF to be on the
platform. EBSCO pays the BCHF 20
percent of the net revenue collected.
EBSCO contracts are negotiated by
Focused Education Resources (a K-12
public school initiative, partnered
with the Ministry of Education) on
behalf of BC school districts. Due to
the urgent need to facilitate online
learning I contacted Focused Education Resources to see if the process
could be expedited. However, EBSCO
was not able to make the system accessible without having to introduce
a new set of user ids and passwords
for the districts. A Request for Proposal will be prepared for the next
procurement cycle in early 2022.
In addition, the advertising rates for
the magazine have been updated and

—Andrea Lister
The focus of much of this year was
on broadening the audience base
through the promotion of the digital
platform. Through the combination
of print and digital subscriptions
British Columbia History magazine is
now available in over 80 libraries and
250 library branches from Houston
BC to Yale University Library to the
National Library of Scotland. The
magazine boasts 1,300 print and over
200 digital subscribers.
In 2019 we added British Columbia
History to the EBSCO platform. EBSCO is comprised of research databases, e-books and e-magazines and is
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with the Spring issue we switched
to slightly lighter paper to keep our
paper and mailing costs down.

and Erica Williams. Thanks also to
the Readers Panel: Laura Anderson,
Nicole Bishop, Doug Brigham, Peter
Broznitsky, Jamea Lister, Cathy Magee, Sandra Martins, Erica Williams,
and Anne Wyness. Finally, all of the
BCHF councils past and present, in
particular K. Jane Watt, in her role as
managing editor.

In March, during the COVID-19 pandemic we joined over 200 other magazine brands in a two-week campaign
through the ZINIO platform to offer
the Spring and forthcoming Summer
issues free to subscribers.

Finally, a big thank you to all of the
authors, archivists, and societies that
I had the privilege to work with. I
hope to see some of you in person at
the 2021 conference.

K. Jane Watt, Aimee Greenaway and
I are working on new editorial and
submission guidelines that will be
launched in the summer. They are
more user friendly and reflect the
goals of the BCHF as a whole and its
focus on public history.

Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Lister, Editor

The Fall 2020 issue of British
Columbia History will be my last. I
have been fortunate to have been the
editor for ten years. I am proud of my
piece in the story of the publication.
The history of the province is told in
full colour through the digital edition
and boasts colour covers in print.
I am humbled to have been able to
help so many diverse stories be told.

“Through the combination of
print and digital subscriptions
British Columbia History
magazine is now available in
over 80 libraries and 250
library branches from Houston
BC to Yale University Library to
the National Library of
Scotland.”

It is with sadness that I say goodbye
to my team: William Glasgow, our
talented designer; Sylvia Stopforth
for her work on the Archives and
Archivist column; Mark Forsythe for
his work on the Time Travels column;
Aimee Greenaway for BC Bookshelf;
Erica Williams for creating over
fifty maps for the magazine. Gratitude to the proofing team of Ronald
Greene, Cathy Magee, Nicole Bishop,
8

Thank you, Andrea!

10 years
42 issues
200+articles

The fall 2020 issue of British Columbia History magazine will be the last
one edited by Andrea Lister. Recently,
she announced her resignation from
the publication. She has been the
Editor of British Columbia History
for ten years.
We sincerely thank Andrea for her
excellent work, long service and
dedication. Andrea initiated and led
the magazine’s transition to
digital platforms, improving access
for schools and universities. And, she
worked hard to bring diverse and
untold stories of BC’s history to a
wide readership.
“I have been editor for exactly 10
years as of the Summer 2020 issue
of British Columbia History and the
experience with the British Columbia
Historical Federation has been incredible. I have enjoyed working with
such a unique group of people, and
will miss the BCHF team and working with the authors.”
We wish Andrea all the best in her
future endeavours. I am sure we will
stay connected and look forward to
her participation at future BCHF
conferences —many of which she’s
attended (and worked at) with her
family in recent years.
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Awards
Historical Writing Awards

The Local History Award was awarded to Kyle Kusch for Our Coloured
Past: The Arrow Lakes in the Age of
Colour Photography, by the Arrow
Lakes Historical Society.

—Maurice Guibord
A total of 40 publications were submitted as candidates for the 2019 Historical Writing Awards. The award
recipients normally announced at
the conference are published in this
report, given the cancellation of this
year’s conference. We wish to thank
the authors, researchers and publishers involved in this year’s slate of
participants for their work in yet expanding our knowledge, enjoyment
and admiration of the history of our
province.

Honourable Mentions were awarded
to:
• Jennifer L. Butler, Boom and bust:
The resilient women of historic
Telegraph Cove, Touchwood Editions
• Carolyn Parks Mintz, Andy Chelsea and Phyllis Chelsea, Resolve:
The Story of the Chelsea family
and a First Nation community’s
will to heal, Caitlin Press
• Diane Pinch, Passion & Persistence: Fifty years of the Sierra
Club in B.C., Harbour Publishing

Our heartfelt congratulations also
go out to the last year’s award recipients.
The 2019 Lieutenant Governor’s Historical Writing Award Medal was
awarded to Michael Layland for In
Nature’s Realm: Early Naturalists
Explore Vancouver Island, by Touchwood Editions.

Our thanks go to this year’s Judges’
panel, composed of Gloria Currie,
Vern Giesbrecht and Dr. Patricia Roy,
for their professionalism and diligence in determining the awards recipients, which is never a simple task.
A special thanks goes to Dr. Roy, who
retires from the panel after her three
years of service. We thus continue as
planned, with one judge now rotating off the panel each year and a new
judge joining it for three years.

The Second Prize was awarded to
Wendy Wickwire for At the Bridge:
James Teit and an Anthropology of
belonging, by UBC Press.
The Third Prize was awarded to Jenny Clayton, The Lieutenant Governors of British Columbia, by Harbour
Publishing.

If you are interested in serving on
this panel, please contact the Committee Chair.
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Michael Layland In Nature’s Realm; book cover and interior page view.
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Above: Teit, Tetlenitsa and two chiefs in Ottawa,
Courtesy of Sigurd Teit.
Below: Yiopatko photographed by James Teit
(circa 1915). Courtesy of the Canadian Museum of
History (#23516).
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Left: Edgewood General Store & Post Office, May
1966. Courtesy of Nakusp Historical Society.

The books provided to the
judges for this competition
would normally be made
available to all at the Silent
Auction during the Annual
Banquet.
Given the cancellation of this
year’s conference, the first
soirée at the 2021 Conference in
Surrey, will be dedicated to the
2019 participants and winners,
including this postponed silent
auction.
Keep on publishing!
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Best News and Media
Each year, the BCHF offers a certificate and cash prize of $250 for published news and media resources by
members, which includes newsletters, blogs, social media campaigns,
print media campaigns, videos and
podcasts.
Mark Forsythe from the Langley
Heritage Society is the host of
Valley Voices, a monthly podcast
which promotes public history in the
Fraser Valley. Valley Voices highlights
and preserves local history in British
Columbia in an accessible and
engaging format.

Mark Forsythe

Right: Mark interviewed Maryanne
MacDougall about UFV’s cookbook collection
Below: Valley Voices interviewee, Chief Dan
George’s great-grandson, Sam George
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Michel, BC, circa 1915. Courtesy of Fernie Museum

Anne and Philip Yandle Best Article Award
Wayne Norton is the recipient of the
2019 Anne and Philip Yandle Best
Article Award. His winning article
“Identifying the Enemy: The tale of
Herman Elmer” appeared in British
Columbia History magazine volume
52 number 4, Winter 2019. The article
was selected from the 21 articles published in the magazine last year by
a panel of 9 judges from around the
province.
Jenn Ashton was awarded Honourable Mention for the 2019 Anne and
Philip Yandle Best Article Award.
Her article “Siamelaht” appeared in
British Columbia History magazine
volume 52 number 4, Winter 2019.
The article was selected from the 21
articles published in the magazine
last year by a panel of 9 judges from
around the province.
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Award of Appreciation
Bill Glasgow from William Glasgow
Bill is an incredibly dedicated member
Design is the recipient of the 2019
of the team who provides professional services at a non-profit rate. His
Award of Appreciation. Bill is recognized for designing British Columbia
real service to history has been his deHistory magazine, the BCHF’s flagship signing of over 100 local history books
publication, a quarterly magazine
and memoirs about BC’s history, often
chronicling British Columbia’s unique on a volunteer basis. His imprint on
story through the words and imagBC history, from a quiet place behind
es of community writers, archivists,
the scenes, has been impressive and
will be long lasting.
museum professionals and academic
16
historians.

W. Kaye Lamb Award
Harry Deng, a student at Simon
Fraser University, is the recipient
of a $1,000 scholarship in the senior
division for his essay “Vancouver’s
Chinatown: Literary Mappings of
Seclusion.” His essay was written for
History 436 taught by Dr. Katie
McCullough.
Harry Deng was a 4th year student
at Simon Fraser University where
he studied history and international
studies. His main research interest
is in examining the different layers
of authority within different contexts — specifically how both state
and non-state actors, processes, and
figures of power contribute to the
nation building exercise. He will be
pursuing a master’s degree in public
policy and global affairs at the
University of British Columbia
starting in September 2020.

Emma Quan, a Douglas College student, is the recipient of a $750 scholarship in the junior division for her
essay “The Washboard Legacy:
Racism and the Chinese Hand Laundries of British Columbia in the Late
19th and Early 20th Centuries.” Her
essay was written for History 2215
instructed by Dr. Carling Beninger.
Emma is working towards a specialization in history as part of an Associate of Arts degree. She plans on
continuing her studies with a focus
on Canadian social history, women
and gender studies, and museum and
archival sciences. In addition, she is
a peer writing tutor at Douglas, was
recently a research assistant for a
project on social housing, and a volunteer at the New Westminster Museum and Archives. In the future, she
hopes to continue working and learning in the realm of public history and
research.
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Awards of Recognition

into a typewritten form that is keyword searchable. Her work is invaluable to both outside researchers and
staff at the Surrey Archives.

Diane Johnson, has volunteered at
the Surrey Archives for 11 years and
in 2019 alone she contributed 1,030
hours of volunteer time to extensive
transcription projects that make archival records accessible for modern
researchers.

Chris Hay is the recipient of a 2019
Certificate of Recognition for his
invaluable efforts to have the Stanley
Park Rock Garden recognized as a
historic site in Vancouver and
nationally.

Johnson has transcribed oral history
interviews — approximately 250 of
them. This painstaking work requires
listening to each interview carefully many times over and typing the
words exactly as spoken. She has also
transcribed decades of Surrey City
Council minutes dating back to the
beginnings of Surrey in 1889, a process that involves typing thousands
of individual handwritten documents

The first public garden in Vancouver,
the Stanley Park Rock Garden was
laid out in 1911 by master gardener
John Montgomery, and was one of
Stanley Park’s top attractions, but the
park became neglected and gradually
disappeared into the adjacent forest
after the Second World War. Chris
Hay, great grandson of John Mont-
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gomery, rediscovered the rock garden
when he began researching his family history. A devastating windstorm
in 2006 revealed lost portions of the
rock garden landscape. After years
of research and lobbying by Hay, the
Stanley Park Rock Garden was recognized as one of Vancouver “Places
that Matter,” added to the Vancouver
City Heritage Register, and listed on
the Canadian Register of Historic
Places.

Award of Merit
Michelle Willard, formerly of the
Cumberland Museum and Archives
and Kevin McPhedran of the
Village of Cumberland are the
recipients of a 2019 Award of Merit
from the BC Historical Federation.

The Cumberland Museum and
Archives partnered with the Village
of Cumberland to create interpretive
signage to commemorate the once
vibrant and significant Japanese
Canadian community in Cumberland
who were forcibly removed from the
coast during Internment in the
Second World War. Research was
undertaken over a 3-year period and
engaged past residents and descendants of the Japanese Canadian community in Cumberland. The interpretive panels also highlight
photos and artifacts from the
Cumberland Museum and Archives.
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Centennial Legacy Fund

The Centennial Legacy Fund, initiated in 2017, acknowledges in turn
and collectively the anniversaries of
Canada 150, British Columbia’s Union
with Canada 1871 Sesquicentennial
2021, and the centennial of the founding of what is now called British Columbia Historical Federation, in 1922.

The South Asian Studies Institute
(SASI) of the University of the Fraser
Valley is the grant recipient of the
2019 Centennial Legacy Fund in the
amount of $4,000.
The South Asian Studies Institute
will put the funds towards a project
called Missing aesthetics of early Sikh
settlers in BC: Where are the women?.

The Centennial Legacy Fund supports projects that encourage historical research in regards to British
Columbia’s history, its communities
and its diverse peoples.

“The research project
interrogates missing and
omitted women’s stories in
the experiences of early Sikh
settlers in the first four
decades of 20th Century BC.”

Donate to the fund
You can help preserve and present
BC’s history by making a donation to
the Centennial Legacy Fund.
Visit bchistory.ca/donate to give.

Students hired by the South Asian
Studies Institute will research archival images and re-imagine old
family portraits. The researchers
will conduct interviews with family
members connected to the portraits,
recording the stories of women and
children missing in the archival images. Images, stories and information
learned from the project will be published in British Columbia History
magazine, online at the South Asian
Studies Institute’s website, and will
inform future exhibits put on at the
Gur Sikh Temple and Sikh Heritage
Museum in Abbotsford. Satwinder
Bains and Sharanjit Sandhra accepted the award on behalf of SASI.
20

Battan Singh Beadall Family. Courtesy of the University of
the Fraser Valley South Asian Studies Institute. 21

We extend our thanks to the
following people for considering all
entries and making selections for the
BCHF awards program.

Scholarship Committee
• Katherine Kalsbeek, UBC Library
• Laura Ishiguro, University of BC
• Daniel Marshall, Independent
Scholar
• Scott Sheffield, University of the
Fraser Valley

Recognition Awards
Committee
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joan Plant, Nanaimo
Roxanne Salinas, Lone Butte
Lesley Cameron, Maple Ridge
Daren Durupt, Maple Ridge
Jennifer Stephens, Maple Ridge
Paul Ferguson, Victoria
Anne Russell, Chilliwack
Doug Brigham, Vancouver
Patrick Dunae, Victoria
Greg Nesteroff, Nelson
Andie Tomlinson, Nanaimo
Mark Forsythe, Langley

Centennial Legacy Fund
Committee

BCHF Council tours the Beatty
Museum, UBC. November 2019.

•
•
•
•
•
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Paul Ferguson, Victoria
K. Jane Watt, Langley
Mark Forsythe, Langley
Rosa Flinton-Brown, Langley
Shannon Bettles, Chilliwack

Conferences
Surrey 2020

Surrey 2021

On May 17, due to the coronavirus
COVID-19 pandemic, the British
Columbia Historical Federation and
the Surrey Historical Society decided
to cancelled the June 5—7, 2020
conference, which was to be held in
Surrey.

Not all was lost in the planning of
the 2020 conference, however. BCHF
Council has selected the Surrey
Historical Society to host the 2021
conference next June.
This time, the planning committee
is preparing to offer some (if not all)
of the conference virtually. Large
spaces have been booked to allow for
physical distancing should in-person
events proceed. If the pandemic has
taught us anything, it is that we must
be flexible, prepared, and open to
new challenges and possibilities.

The conference committee had been
working hard to put together a promising event. Bus tours were poised to
deliver guests to all corners of Surrey,
while the heritage hub in Cloverdale
featuring the Museum of Surrey,
the Surrey Archives, the genealogy
library, the Fraser Valley Heritage
Railway, historic downtown, the Anderson Cabin and Anniedale school
—were set to welcome presentations,
receptions and tours.

The date for the 2021 Conference is
June 3-5.

Many thanks to Michael Gibbs, Barb
Hyneck, Sue Bryant, Maurice
Guibord, K. Jane Watt, Andrea Lister,
Shannon Bettles and the staff and
volunteers at the Surrey Historical
Society, Fraser Valley Hertiage Railway Society, City of Surrey and
Museum of Surrey for working to
organize the event.

Surrey Municipal Hall, 1912. Courtesy of
Surrey Historical Society.
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Looking back to Conference 2019

Delegates enjoy presentations, downtown walking tour and
field trips at the 2019 BCHF conference in Courtenay,
Comox and Cumberland.
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Bald eagle. Photo by Darren Durupt.

Communications

Communications Team

Website Editorial

To align with the fast-paced and ever
changing world of digital communications, we’ve grouped our outward
facing communications tasks
together into what we call the
“Communications Team”.

BCHF’s website is an ever-changing
and growing communication
channel, used to inform and engage
visitors with public history in BC.
Blog posts contain news items of
interest, timely information and
resources, and now— more and more
short stories about BC’s history.

Meeting bi-weekly, the team initiates
and delivers news and information
as one voice through various channels: website, social media, magazine,
member e-blasts, press releases,
newsletter… and now through video!

We’ve recently added a new column
featuring Q&A sessions with authors,
and soon you will see more “Time
Travel” columns and other content
from our magazine shared on the
website.
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Website Stats

BC Buzz Newsletter

Statistically speaking, we continue to
see more traffic on our website.

The BCHF Buzz is a monthly digest
of links to BCHF website posts and
other information, distributed by
email to all BCHF member societies
and associate members.

—Shannon Bettles

Website statistics from a one year
period reveal there were 16,956 page
views from 6,496 users. In comparison to the same period in 2019, we see
that the number of users is up 41%
and pageviews are up 11%.
Many users are finding us directly
(49%), and many are accessing us
through search engines (35%). 11% are
finding us through social media. The
direct access is up 83% from the same
period last year, and access from
social media is up 110% ! We can likely attribute this to the BC Buzz and
social media linking back to our website. There is a clear spike in website
traffic each month when the Buzz is
sent out and up to 200 people visit
our website.
Most visitors to the site were from
the following cities. A higher number
of visitors from Surrey and Langley
Township visited the website than
in the past, presumably to check in
news of the Surrey conference.
• Vancouver (16.33%)
• Surrey (8.22%)
• Victoria (6.67%)
• Langley Township (3.87%)
• Burnaby (3.64%)

—Greg Nesteroff

Each edition contains 12-15 items,
including BCHF news, member
society news, general historical news,
obituaries, and some advertising.
Member societies are encouraged to
redistribute the Buzz to their own
members. Submissions from
members are always welcome for use
on the BCHF website, Buzz, and
social media channels.
The number of those receiving the
Buzz directly from the BCHF fluctuates, but hovers around 600. About
60 per cent of them typically open it.
The most popular embedded links
receive 40-50 clicks each.
Ad rates are included with each
edition. Johnson Insurance
continues to advertise each month.
The only other ad sold in the past
year was for the Vancouver Rare
Book Photograph and Paper Show,
which appeared in the August,
September, and October editions.
Past editions of the Buzz (and its
predecessor, the BCHF Newsletter)
dating back to 2015 are archived on
the BCHF website.
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Social Media

Video & Technology

The Communications Team shares
and posts news and relevant information on its Facebook page:
facebook.com/bchistoricalfederation.
The page has 1209 followers, which is
up 200 from last year.

Recently, we’ve been adding video
interviews to Facebook and YouTube
pages. Facebook has provided a wide
reach, with the top videos receiving
3,000 - 6,000 views!
Videos include:
• Interview with Wendy Wickwire
• Interview with Kyle Kusch
• The Voice
• Interview with Wayne Norton
• Interview with Harry Deng
• Interview with Jacqueline Pearce
• Interview with Emma Quan
• Interview with Jennifer Ashton
• Interview with South Asian Studies Institute
• Interview with Michael Layland

The BCHF Twitter account
(@BCHistoryFed) had about 450
followers at the end of our fiscal
year. We have posted more than 2,000
tweets since 2016. Most are retweets
from member organizations and
other general history notes, but all of
our website posts are also tweeted.

Greg Nesteroff interviews Wayne Norton
during COVID-19 lockdown, 2020.
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Advocacy
The BCHF represents its members
with a unified voice when issues
arise that affect the work of British
Columbians in accessing, preserving,
researching, and presenting all
aspects of public history.
Last AGM, we heard from members
that the photograph reproduction
fees at the British Columbia Archives
were too high. Small publishers, independent researchers, students,
non-profit museums and historical
societies find the fees cost-prohibitive when selecting images to accompany their research. Last year, BCHF
council worked with the Friends of
the BC Archives and the BC Museums Association to take up the matter, asking for fees to be lowered or
dropped. The BC Archives responded
with elimination of usage fees for BC
non-profits who qualify, and clarification about why fees are being asked.

While we feel there is more that can
be done, this is a positive step in the
right direction.
Further, when the BC Archives
announced its reading room closure
due to COVID-19 to an undetermined
date in 2021, our council responded
by taking a strong position towards
its safe re-opening as early as
possible. The BC Archives changed
its position, opening the reading
room earlier than originally stated.
The BCHF endeavours to serve the
province in advocating for issues
within the field of public history.
We are committed to diversity and
inclusivity and we recognize that
there is much work to do in these
areas to bring forth and amplify the
many voices that make up the stories
of our province.

Mark Forsythe
and Jane Watt at
a BCHF council
meeting, UBC.
November 2019.
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Financial Report
Treasurer’s Report

pected, and the BCHF’s commitment
to pay speakers and partners for
their contributions, rather than have
them cover most conference costs.
Our conference in 2018 had a small
surplus of $1,327 and we were hopeful
that our 2020 Conference in Surrey
would contribute $1,000 to our
income. Unfortunately, that has been
cancelled due to COVID-19. We are
making plans to hold the conference
in Surrey in 2021 as it was an interesting and exciting line up of tours and
speakers.

—Rosa Flinton-Brown
Dear Members,

Please refer to the following
financial statements for more
detailed information. This report
will include an overview of the most
significant changes and balances.
BCHF’s balance sheet continues to
be strong with cash and savings of
$121,844 as at March 31, 2020. We are
grateful for these resources as we
expect to enter into difficult economic times in 2020/2021, as will many of
our members and supporters. The
BCHF Council takes its responsibility
to maintain a strong financial position seriously and we will do all we
can to maintain financial health and
security for the organization. We are
working diligently with our 2020/2021
budget to try to stay in a break even
position. We are planning in advance
for changes that may be needed if
revenue declines beyond our expectations.

Our commitment to producing a digital copy of the BC History magazine
on line cost $6,000 in start up fees
in 2019/2020. This was the budget
that the Council anticipated when it
signed a contract with ZINIO in 2018.
Our magazine staff have worked very
hard to modernize the magazine and
offer it in a digital format and Council is grateful for their efforts. Going
forward, our contract with ZINIO
will cost $100 US per month for two
years. This will allow our magazine
to be viewed from the ZINIO website or purchased through Apple or
Google. However, if you do want to
subscribe for a digital copy, we encourage you to subscribe directly
through the BC History website as
we can retain 75% of the price. When
purchased through Apple, Google or
ZINIO, the amount that is remitted
to BCHF is very small.

Our financial results for the year
ended March 31, 2020 show a net loss
of $11,703. This was a result of two
major factors:
Our conference in Comox/Courtenay in 2019 cost $4,690. This was the
result of lower attendance than ex30

Without these two unusual and
non-recurring costs (the conference
loss and the ZINIO costs) the BCHF
would have had close to break even
results this year.

Through these efforts, we raised
$2,305 for the Centennial Legacy
Fund!
We will continue using the CanadaHelps platform for donations - donors instantly receive gift receipts
and they can also choose to donate
monthly and can make donations in
a loved one’s name. Donors can
select which fund(s) they would like
to support.

Thank you to all our supporters who
donated to the Centennial Legacy
Fund this year. We received donations of $2,148 and matched those,
contributing $4,296 to the fund and
chose to contribute $4,000 to one
project in 2020/2021. The current
balance in the Centennial Legacy
Fund is $7,837. The BCHF would love
to grow the fund so we can afford
to contribute to more incredible local history projects throughout the
province. Please consider contributing online through the CanadaHelps
website!

Our sincere thanks to the many
people who have made donations
this year to the BCHF.

Advertisement for the Great Canadian
Giving Challenge. June 2020.

I have learned a lot during my first
year as Treasurer of the BCHF. It is
inspiring how much the organization
creates and delivers, with very limited financial resources. Thank you
so much to all who volunteer to support BC History. I am proud to have
joined you in the effort!

Fundraising
In June we participated in our first
ever online donation campaign. The
Great Canadian Giving Challenge is a
national public contest to benefit
Canadian charities. Every $1 donated to a registered charity in June via
CanadaHelps, enters the charity to
win an additional $20,000 donation.
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Notes to Financial
Statements

is reasonably assured. Contributions
received directly as endowments
are recognized as direct increases to
net assets when received. Donations
intended for scholarships that are
received in advance of their disbursement to a worthy candidate are recorded as current liabilities.

Year ended March 31, 2020
(Unaudited – see Notice to Reader)
The British Columbia Historical
Federation (the “Society”) is registered under the Society Act (British
Columbia) and its principal activities
include providing public education
about British Columbia and local
history. The Society is a registered
Canadian charity under the Income
Tax Act.

(b) Contributed materials and
services:
The Society receives a substantial
benefit from volunteers. It is not
practical for the Society to record the
receipt of contributed material and
services.

1. Basis of Presentation:

(c) Marketable securities:

The recognition, measurement,
presentation and disclosure principles in these financial statements
may not be in accordance with the
requirements of any of the financial
reporting frameworks in the CPA
Canada Handbook – Accounting.

Marketable securities are recorded at
cost and market value.
(d) Use of estimates:
The preparation of financial statements requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that
affect the reported amounts of assets
and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the
date of the financial statements and
the reported amounts of revenues
and expenditures during the year.
Actual results could differ from those
estimates.

2. Significant accounting policies:
(a) Revenue recognition:
The Society follows the deferral
method of accounting for grants and
contributions. Restricted contributions are recognized as revenue in
the year in which the related expenses are incurred. Unrestricted
contributions are recognized as
revenue when received or receivable,
if the amount to be received can be
reasonably estimated and collection

3. Internally restricted net assets:
Internally restricted net assets represent resources established by the
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Board of Directors (the “Board”) for
specific purposes and with administrative conditions determined by the
Board. These funds are held for endowment purposes by the Society for
the benefit of its present and future
members.
During the 2018 fiscal year the Board
approved the establishment and allocation of Internally Restricted Net
Assets into two Funds:
• Contingency Fund
• Centennial Legacy Fund
The Contingency Fund represents
resources to be used in the event of
unforeseen financial difficulty as determined and approved by the Board.
The Centennial Legacy Fund is to be
used for project based extraordinary
items as approved by the Board.
In 2019 the Board passed a motion,
applied retroactive to April 1, 2017,
that all donations received in the
fiscal year up to $5,000 will be credited to the Centennial Legacy Fund.
In addition, matching funds will be
transferred from Unrestricted Net
Assets to the Fund.
4. Comparative Figures
Certain prior years comparative
figures have been restated to reflect
the presentation adopted for the
current year.

Visitors tour the Comox
Air Force Museum, 2019.
Darren Durupt photograph.
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[1] Statement of Financial Position - March 31, 2020
2019/2020

2018/2019

ASSETS

Current Assets
Cash and savings

$

13,661

$

24,556

Marketable securities, at cost
Coast Capital Savings GIC - October 15, 2020 @ 2.95%

41,183

40,000

67,000

76,688

121,844

141,244

2,360

1,413

$124,204

$142,657

6,000

-

-

2,898

6,000

2,898

Unrestricted Net Assets - page 2

90,145

103,996

Internally Restricted Net Assets - page 2

28,059

35,763

118,204

139,759

$ 124,204

$ 142,657

Coast Capital Savings GIC - April 28, 2019 @ 2.25%

Accrued interest, prepaids and GST receivable

NET ASSETS

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Deferred Conference Income
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[2] Statement of Change in Net Assets - Year ended March 31, 2020
Internally
Unrestricted

Restricted

2019/2020

2018/2019

Changes in Net Assets
Balance, beginning of year

$ 103,996

$ 35,763

$ 139,759 $ 134,506

(11,703)

-

(11,703)

5,724

-

2,148

2,148

3,526

(2,148)

2,148

-

-

-

(12,000)

-(12,000)

(3,997)

$ 90,145

$ 28,059

Excess (Deficiency) of revenue over
expenditures - page 3
Donations received
Matching Transfer from Unrestricted Net Assets
Internally Restricted - Expenses

Balance, March 31, 2020

$ 118,204 $ 139,759

Internally Restricted Net Assets
Centennial

Contingency

Legacy Fund

Fund

2020

2019

$ 15,541

$ 20,222

$ 35,763

$ 32,708

Donations received

2,148

-

2,148

3,526

Matching Transfer from Unrestricted Net Assets

2,148

-

2,148

3,526

19,837

20,222

40,059

39,760

Kumugwe Dancers/Kumugwe Cultural Society-- AGM
resolution

2,000

-

2,000

Dixon Entrance Museum Society -- Intercultural Boatbuilding Exhibit

4,800

-

4,800

Jacqueline Pearce/Tashme -- Haiku translation project

4,300

-

4,300

900

-

900

-

-

-

3,997

12,000

-

12,000

3,997

$ 7,837

$ 20,222

$ 28,059

$ 35,763

Balance, beginning of year

Expenditures

Atlin Historical Society -- Resources to mount exhibit
2019 Fund Grants

Balance, March 31, 2020
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[3] Statement of Operations - Year ended March 31, 2020
Revenue

2020
Subscriptions and Sales

$

24,510

2019
$

27,021

Memberships

6,488

7,084

Interest Income

2,601

2,706

-

1,327

10,821

11,842

Book Sales and Award Stickers

2,229

2,152

Referral Fees - Johnson Inc.

9,642

8,532

Advertising

2,467

990

58,758

61,654

14,844

13,304

Design and Layout

2,825

2,400

Mailing

7,609

6,465

Zinio - Digital Distribution

6,352

-

13,010

10,203

44,640

32,372

Award - W. Kaye Lamb Student Prize

1,000

1,000

Award - Writing Competition

5,000

5,000

Award - Best Article

250

250

Award - Best News and Media

500

250

Administration

758

545

Advertising

1,200

1,400

Conference Shortfall

4,690

-

-

300

Bank Fees

662

567

Insurance - Directors & Officers

650

424

Membership Database Software

2,738

2,841

Travel and Meetings

4,240

6,190

Conference Surplus
Canadian Periodical Fund Grant

Expenses
BC History Magazine:
Printing

Editor

Newsletter

Board Development Workshop

-

1,103

Readers Panel

140

153

Website and Web Meetings

214

231

2,658

2,670

1,121

634

70,461

55,930

Conference AGM
GST expense net of recovery

-$

Excess of revenue over expenditures
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(11,703)

$

5,724

2019-20 BCHF Council
UBC, November 2019
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Rose Rohn, Mary Koch, Mary Warkentin write “The Story of Renata”
community history book, Renata, 1965. Arrow Lakes Historical Society,
Nakusp.

British Columbia
Historical Federation
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